Project Manager (m/f/d) – Small Satellite Systems 
at Berlin Space Technologies in Berlin

About Us
Berlin Space Technologies GmbH (BST) is a global leader #NewSpace. Our main business is small satellite systems for Earth Observation and Capacity Building for emerging space nations as well as manufacturing of sub systems and optical payloads. We offer an attractive working environment space company.

Requirement
To increase our team we are looking for a project manager (m/f/d). Your focus area will be system design for small satellites (30–150 kg), especially in the early design stages (phase A/B).

Your Tasks
- Coordination, planning and control of small satellite projects
- Task, resource and time planning
- Planning implementation and risk management
- Quality control, operational process control
- Planning and execution of meetings
- Customer contact

Your Qualification
- Degree: Bachelor or Master (Engineering or Industrial Engineering/ or focus in "Planning / Management").
- Basic technical knowledge required (field of aerospace-, electrical-, computer-engineering, computer science, mechanical-, civil-engineering, physics or comparable fields)
- Handling with common planning tools (MS Project / MS Excel or comparable tools)
- Methodical and structured work
- Good command of English

Your Benefits
- Working in a young, friendly and international team
- Diverse and challenging tasks with new technologies & space for your own ideas
- Flexible working time and paid overtime

Interested?
Please send your detailed application documents along with your salary requirements and your earliest possible starting date to jobs@berlin-space-tech.com (Contact: Matthias Buhl). We are looking forward to your application.